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How do you decide?
• Landowner objectives
• Forest condition
• Tree value

• Size
• Quality

• Risks
• Markets
• Maturity
• Preferably not by a knock on the door!



Why do you own your woodland?



A good inventory:
• Is needed for a forest management plan
• Helps you to identify resources and options 

• Timber value and future potential
• Wildlife Habitat
• Potential sites for non-timber forest product

• Helps you to evaluate condition of your forest
• Stocking
• Forest health issues

Step # 1- Know what you have:



Step # 1- Know what you have:
A good inventory:

• Will allow you to determine your Basis 
Reduces the taxes that you pay on the 
proceeds from a future timber sale.

• Help you determine growth rates and rates of 
return 

• Helps you to harvest when your                                  
trees are mature

Financially mature
Biologically mature 



An inventory should at least:
• Help you to set realistic goals for your 

woodland

• Give you a baseline to help you monitor 
progress



What information is needed?
• Age/Size Distribution
• Species
• Site Quality 
• Tree Health & Vigor
• Growth Rate
• Maturity
• Stocking
• Current Value

• Quantity (height and d.b.h)
• Quality



Inventory by stands
Groups of trees with similar:

• Age Distribution 

• Site Quality 

• Species Mix

Stands are the management units. 
Similar to farm fields!



Site Index



Site Quality - Topography



Crown 
Condition



Crown Condition



Maturity



Density and Stocking
Stand Density
How crowded is it? 

• Combination of number and size of trees
• Usually expressed in Basal Area  (sq. ft./acre)

Stocking
Are there enough trees to meet your objectives?

• Too many: Overstocked
• Too few: Understocked
• Just right: Fully Stocked



Stocking



Product Sale - Quantity
Trees are Cylinders with Taper 
• Measure Length
• Measure Diameter
• Estimate Taper (Tables take 

care of this)
• Reduce for Slab and Kerf Loss 

(Tables do this also)



Volume Table- Quantity



Log Diameter International 1/4" Doyle Doyle %
(Inches) Internat. 1/4"

8 40 16 40
12 95 64 67
16 180 144 80
20 290 256 88
24 425 400 94
28 585 576 98
32 770 784 102
36 980 1024 104
40 1220 1296 106

Comparison of Doyle and International 
¼” log Rules for 16’ logs
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		Log Diameter		International 1/4"		Doyle		Doyle %

		(Inches)						Internat. 1/4"

		8		40		16		40

		12		95		64		67

		16		180		144		80

		20		290		256		88

		24		425		400		94

		28		585		576		98

		32		770		784		102

		36		980		1024		104

		40		1220		1296		106
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Quality
We’ll get to this later!



So, now that we have 
inventory data:

Is it time to harvest?



Are your trees mature?

This depends on your definition    
of maturity!
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• 7 rings per inch- 2 inches every 7 years
• PA 2007 Prices used:

• 12-14 d.b.h - $602/MBF
• 16 d.b.h. - $1,481/MBF
• 18 d.b.h. - $2,360/MBF

Jacobson, M. 2017Forest Finance 8: to Cut 
or not to cut-Tree Value and deciding When 
to Harvest timber. PSU Extension

The 12” PA black cherry



Jacobson, M. 2017Forest Finance 8: to Cut or not to 
cut-Tree Value and deciding When to Harvest 
timber. PSU Extension

The 12” PA black cherry (Cont.) 





• As trees increase in diameter (d.b.h.) and height 
they increase in volume and value

• As  d.b.h. increases the usable height can also 
increase which adds volume 

• As d.b.h. increases the value of the product that 
can be produced increases

• Tree quality/grade is also diameter dependent. 

Some basics of tree value:









Observations on Financial Maturity
1. If butt log will increase in grade prior to the harvest 

period it is not financially mature
2. The rate of earning power (%) is less for large 

diameter trees
3. The rate of earning power is lower for high quality 

trees
4. Earning power is greatly increased by increasing tree 

quality

Heiligman, OSUE F-48
Trimble, GR, J.J. Mendel, R. A. Kennell. NE-
292



Observations on Financial Maturity
5. Earning power increases with diameter growth rate
6. Trees with greater merchantable height have 

slightly greater earning power
7. Trees that increase in merchantable height have 

higher earning power.

Heiligman, OSUE F-48
Trimble, GR, J.J. Mendel, R. A. Kennell. NE-
292



Remove these trees to improve 
future financial return (>11 d.b.h.)
For all rate-of-return classes:
1. Culls and near culls
2. Trees with significant rot in butt log
3. Very-low-vigor trees
4. Extremely rough trees with butt-log grade 5
5. Any tree over 15 inches with butt-log grade 4
6. Any short-lived species, such as black 

locust, sassafras, and butternut, unless they 
are unusually vigorous. 

A Procedure for SELECTION 
Marking in Hardwoods
Trimble, GR, J.J. Mendel, R. A. 
Kennell. NE-292. 1974



Why is tree grade so important?
• Grade 1 or veneer logs may 

be 3-10 times more 
valuable than lower quality 
logs of the same size or 
species.

• Compare prices by grade 
on the timber price reports.



What does this mean for you?

Absolutely nothing if….

• You don’t receive a competitive price for 
your timber….  

• And, the harvest compromises your 
objectives.



What does this mean for you?
It all comes back to your reason for owning your 
woodland

• Maximum timber income?
• If not, it is still something to think about

Most importantly
• Work with a professional forester to develop 

a management plan to match your goals
• Work with a professional forester to assist 

with your timber harvest



When you do decide to harvest:
1. Mark all trees to be harvested
2. Pay attention to timber markets
3. Avoid high-grading and diameter-limit cuts

4. Remove low-grade, risky trees to make room 
for “more valuable” trees

5. Don’t remove trees before they reach their 
grade potential

3. Avoid high-grading, diameter limit cuts, 
and “Select Cuts”



When you do decide to harvest:
6. Remember to protect residual trees 

from felling and skidding damage
7. Follow BMP’s to prevent loss in site 

productivity
8. Make the process competitive
9. Avoid selling on shares9. Do not sell on shares…. 



Selling on Shares? Why not?

• What is a “fair percentage”?  
• What can go wrong?
• Liability issues
• Tax implications

In most instances a Lump Sum-Sealed Bid 
Sale is the best option!



When you do decide to harvest:
6. Remember to protect residual trees from felling 

and skidding damage
7. Follow BMP’s to prevent loss in site 

productivity
8. Make the process competitive
9. Do not sell on shares!
10. Consider forest regeneration and invasive 

plants



Regenerating oaks in a nutshell!
• “Cut and Pray” rarely works

• Plan to manage new oak 
seedlings before and after good 
acorn crops

• Use treatments that improve the 
competitiveness of these seedlings
• Mid-story removal  
• Partial overstory removal 

(Shelterwood)

• Remove the overstory canopy 
once seedlings are competitive

43



Timber harvests and invasive plants
• Timber harvests create vegetation voids

• Plants already on site can take advantage 
of  and expand rapidly in these voids

• Wind, birds and other animals can help to 
introduce plants

• Additional species can be brought to 
your property 

• Logging equipment
• Seed, mulch and gravel

• Consider addressing this in your timber 
harvest contract!



http://callb4ucut.com



Benefits of Working With a Professional Forester

A good consulting forester:

• Designs the harvest to meet landowner objectives
• Marks trees to be harvested 
• Focuses on the residual trees and looks for ways to 

improve the future forest
• Advertises the sale and makes the bidding process 

competitive
• Understands forest regeneration and other issues and 

can help to avoid future problems



Benefits of Working With a Professional Forester

A good consulting forester:
• Develops and enforces robust timber harvest 

contracts
• Monitors the harvest to minimize damage
• Protects and enhances forest, soil, water, wildlife and 

other resources.
• Can lessen the visual impact of the harvest

Landowners who use consulting foresters 
are often more satisfied with harvesting 
experience!



http://osafdirectory.com

• adfa



David Apsley
Natural Resources Specialist
Ohio State University Extension

apsley.1@osu.edu 

740-710-3009

http://u.osu.edu/seohiowoods

Questions?
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